In this paper, we conduct research on the large precision instrument error correction model under the perspectives of stability and robustness. It is one of the effective methods to improve the instruments accuracy using error correction technology, but at present, a lot of error correction is limited to the system error modification, only a small number of the instruments to an error in the dynamic error correction timely, device on the instrument precision sensors, apparently complicate the instrument structure. To fully system error correction that will affect the precision of instrument mainly random error. Instrument is the main task of error correction is to use a certain method to compensate separable instruments each component part of a deterministic system error, so the key problems of error correction as is the requirement of equipment structure stability is good, with this to ensure that the instrument error of the uncertainty, so that the fundamental flaw. Under this basis, this paper proposes the novel countermeasure of the issues that is innovative.
Introduction
Error correction technology is the measurement test and one of the important research content in the field of instrument manufacturing. Since it has remarkable economic efficiency, it can at a relatively low cost to greatly improve the accuracy, so widely attention. Along with the computer widespread application, the error correction technology development is very rapid, and has become an important part of modern measurement and instrument. Today, error correction technology is applied widely, not only can error correction system, but also to the certain extent, the random error correction, or impact on the system error and the random error of the basic integrated dynamic real-time correction. Therefore, research and application of the error correction technology also has become an important content of the error theory, and became one of the important features of modern error theory.
According to the prior research, we could summarize the error correlation methodologies into the listed aspects. (1) Indication error. Mainly refers to the use of the error of the measured value and the actual indicated by the precision pressure gauge the difference in value between the measured value of the measured object as also known as error value. But this method is seldom used in actual work, its indirect result will cause when calculating the error value that cannot get the objective value. (2) Tap the displacement. In theory, that is, when people use that finger tapping the pressure gauge shell, instrument or as the result of instrument value generated by the changes in volume. (3) Return error. Measured values under the same conditions, the use of precision pressure gauge measurement by the numerical range will not produce change, and measured by the precision pressure gauge in a different direction, so that there would be an absolute value, the value is called hysteresis error. (4) Limiting error. The higher the limit of the standard error is the main cause of instruments and equipment have errors, one of the few quantity of the precision gauges are mainly carried by the second grade standard piston pressure gauge that will devote as the primary influencing factor [1] [2] [3] .
When the instrument is in the process of using the stability is poor, cannot read accurate analysis of the measurement result as is more difficult fault in the equipment maintenance. Because the causes of instruments and poor stability in addition to the instrument itself exists faults, also with the instrument installation environment that use the personnel operating instruments methods is directly related to whether it is right. Actually in the system parameters can't be considered as a constant or only with infinitesimal perturbation, change of the system working environment, not accurate and approximate reduction model, the linearization of the nonlinear disturbance can turn into a kind of the parameters, such as, sometimes system controlled object may have the several different working condition, when using the same controller to control the object, people also due to the different working condition of the disturbance, the difference of the parameter is regarded as a kind of, of course, the change of the parameters can only be regarded as a bounded disturbance rather than an infinitesimal perturbation. The most important characteristic of modern robustness analysis is asked to discuss parameter in the performance of the system to keep the bounded disturbances. In this paper, we conduct research on the large precision instrument error correction model under the perspectives of stability and robustness. In the later sections, we will discuss in detail.
Our Proposed Methodology
The Large Precision Instrument Error. The error of the equipment is that mainly comes from the precision of the instrument itself is not enough, the deviation between actual results and test results. After decades of produce, development, and constantly improve, error correction technology has gradually formed a relatively complete scientific system has the theory and the actual content of the system that could be generally summarized as the following aspects.
 Establish error correction model: according to the general principle of measuring system characteristics and the original error, the modification principle of basic error correction and project, error correction model [4] [5] .  High precision than validation: according to the small error criterion, choose high precision test method, experiment comparison, the result of the error correction to confirm correctness of the error correction principle and technology solutions.  Error analysis and calculation, through theoretical analysis and calculation of the original error of measurement system, gives the error sources of measurement uncertainty of measurement results and the uncertainty of stent.  Complete error correction software: according to the principle of error correction model and measurement uncertainty, to complete the measurement results and error correction software processing software. Any a precision instrument is composed of multiple links, as the link of the error and their work conditions determines the final accuracy of the basic instrument work. By the error theory, for the instrument of total error item, regardless of their error sources, all can according to their nature and the form is divided into three, namely is system error, uncertain system error and random error. Any a precision measuring instrument is composed of multiple links, the link error and the conditions of measurement error in the measurement of online actual effects, determines the measuring accuracy of the instrument. Theoretical analysis shows that the correct expression should be of the result.
For a specific error sources, the nature and form error is only is system error or system error. As can be fully error separation, pending system error term will be little or zero. Under this general basis, we could re-write the formula one as the equation two.
  The wide application of computer, made it possible to time series analysis method from the theory to practical, to be a dynamic real-time tracking measurement and so as to establish the corresponding mathematical model and carries on the forecast and compensation technique with the dynamic error correction technology arises at the historic moment. The figure two shows the sample demo. Based on the prior discussion, we could then summarize the related techniques into the listed aspects. (1) According to the error correction method can be divided into pre t and random fixed. For each error measurement instrument, advance in computer, instruments work according to the measured value data is automatically assigned storage to the general size of the corresponding error correction. (2) According to the error of the amendments of the basic combination can be divided into correction, comprehensive correction and mixed separately. (3) According to error before correction term how many can be divided into several individual and comprehensive revision. For instruments of measurement error of all most of all and this is the characteristics of modern error correction as can significantly increase the accuracy of measurement instrument. (4) Effectively uses this kind of error correction technology, research is needed to solve a series of problems. On the instrument structure will also have obvious changes as not only requires structure stability is good, still need to add the necessary high accuracy high efficiency new type sensor computer error information to input [6] [7] .
The System Robustness. So-called robustness, roughly speaking, is the system of basic certain properties will remain unchanged under some kind of the disturbance. These properties can be the stability of the system, and various performance indicators, for now, most robust stability research, especially for the linear system, from analysis to design has made many achievements. Robustness problems have been put forward, and its main reason is because in the actual control system, there are always some uncertain factors in sums up three main areas.
(1) In most of the production process, the dynamic characteristics of controlled object are not only on the parameters and the structures are not constant, they usually at any time or change along with change of some parameters. (2) Unmodeled dynamic characteristics and the effect of this is because in the design of control system, we always use a parameter by using the method of the estimation and identification model to describe the controlled object, because of the complexity of the controlled object, the order of the model is very difficult to make accurate estimate. (3) Unpredictable disturbances often by measuring the input and the output control signal is added to the system to make the system deviation from the expected goal, this is to make the control system is another important factor in the production of uncertainty.
Considering that the results determined by fuzzy inference and the selection of fuzzy implication operator fuzzy conjunction, and the corresponding membership function of fuzzy sets is subjective, so there is a certain deviation, and then the corresponding reasoning results must also have deviation. If reasoning for the selection of membership function of sensitive, i.e., small bias leads to reasoning results has big deviation, then the system is not applicable for some uncertainty reasoning system. All sorts of practical industrial processes are running in a changing environment, at the same time, the people's understanding of the dynamic characteristics of a complex process of also is very limited and not comprehensive. Therefore, try to use the precise mathematical model to describe the dynamic characteristics of process of completely is not realistic, it is impossible, the established mathematical model it describes the process of dynamic characteristics of a certain approximation.
The Precision Instrument Features. Large precise instrument and implement open management concentration is the trend of the times, in spite of the heavy equipment to gradually achieve the interdisciplinary shared, but as a result of the management departments and units cooperation is not enough, the large precise instrument still belongs to spread or closed mode. Although some laboratory adopts the model of opening to the outside world that did not form a complete set with the measures for the management, to ensure orderly opening laboratory.
The vibration of the precise instrument value refers to the precise instrument working normally, when the volatility of measurement results within the scope of the permit, measured on the surface of the supporting structure vibration limit value and product value of the safety factor. It is the important indicators of precision instrument of that micro vibration resistance as is also the important control parameters of the design of general micro vibration. The vibration value associated with the direction, frequency and duration of vibration, displacement, velocity or acceleration. Based on the literature review, to avoid the challenge, we should take the following suggestion into consideration.
 Each large precise instrument in addition to the designated responsible person, and a few have the right to the use of technical personnel, they all can use this instrument.  For new large precision instrument, after the commissioning, equipped with a head, by head lead other technical staff with a functional development.  Large precise instrument especially imported precision instrument maintenance work is the relatively difficult work, it needs maintenance personnel have comprehensive technology.  For acceptance of each large precision instruments that we have to write a set of performance specifications and functional purposes, and will these information on the Internet, so that users understand the instrument information in time, to prepare for improving the use benefit of the general and ordinary instrument [8] . The Stability of the Instrument Analysis. Because the causes of instruments and poor stability in addition to the instrument itself exists fault also with instruments installation environment use the personnel operating instruments methods is directly related to whether it is right, electronic analytical instruments generally consists of a light path system, circuit system. Some large equipment includes gas path system. Poor stability is often caused by a combination of the three parts. Among all of the influencing factors, the need to point out that the stability of the instrument involves many factors in addition to the above analysis example instrument grounding is a problem which cannot be ignored. When the instrument enclosure grounding or not bad, for the value of the instrument's stability will have great influence as reason the instrument power supply reference potential point, usually through all the way or multiplex and instrument shell is linked together, this is the electronic instrument unit circuit benchmark zero potential. After the zero potential is only connected to the earth that can be regarded as and equipotential earth. If instrument enclosure grounding is not good, reference potential relative to the earth is suspended, easily fluctuates according to external power source interference, resulting in unstable instrument zero, noise, the serious influence of weak signal measurement, the accuracy, sensitivity that cannot obtain accurate data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct research on the large precision instrument error correction model under the perspectives of stability and robustness. Along with the computer widespread application, the error correction technology development is very rapid, and has become an important part of basic modern measurement and instrument. Today, error correction technology is applied widely, not only can error correction system, but also to the certain extent, the random error correction, or impact on the system error and the random error of the basic integrated dynamic real-time correction. From this general need, we propose the novel countermeasures in the paper that provides the potential countermeasure. In the later time, we will enhance the current research result with the integration of more of the relate theories and application scenarios.
